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Embroider y Tools
Satin stitching requires the following tools: embroidery hoop
or frame, needles and markers for image transfer to fabric.

Stretch the fabric in an embroidery hoop or
frame to prevent puckering. The choice of
hoop depends on your preferences and budget.
Generally small designs are best done with
hoops of 12-25 sm (~ 5'’ - 10'’) in diameter.
Hoops can be used for different types of stitching and it helps to have a few of them with
varying diameters.
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There are a few types
of sitting frames with embroidery hoops. Sitting
frames with round hoops
(picture on the left) are very
convinient, as they can be
used under angle that suits
you, but more expensive.
Large square frames (see
picture on the right) can be
used to create portraits,
pillows, decorative panels.
If you are a beginner then
you should find small hand
hoops sufficient.

Pets love to be
close when you
engage in handcraft
activities. For
example my cat
Misha always finds
way to get
comfortable near
me.
This is when you
might appreciate
value of a sitting
frame as it will
prevent your pet
from grabbing your
work and running
away with it.
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Needles ffor
or Sa
tin stitc
hing
Satin
stitching
Satin stitching will require
needles of 3 - 5 sm (1.2'’ - 2.2'’)
size.Small needles can be used
for finishing strokes, medium size
for stitching of flowers and long
needles will help to create beautiful large works such as portraits.
Needles are best kept in safe
place in a needle pillow kept far
away from kids and playful pets.

Transf
er of design to ffa
abric
ansfer
Satin stitching is done on an outline of design. You can
increase or decrease actual size of design as you wish using
your favourite photocopying machine. Once you happy with
the size of the design you will need to create its outline on
material that you will use for stitching using special markers
(transfer pencils).
Some of the markers will allow you to remove design trace
with wet piece of fabric while the other will stay permanently
so be careful. ou can also take advantage of special hot iron
transfer pencils that can be used to create trace of the design.
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Ann-Mary is the name of group created by Anna Chudnovsky
and Maria Terekhina to help people in developing their capabilities,
to support them to grow their personalities and live healthy, happy
and free life. Also we are two artists creating individual clothing in different
styles (batik, freeform, acryl).
Most models that you can
purchase on our website at
www.ann-mary.com
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